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Answer Five Ouestions (14 marks for each question)

Q1 /A-For anypropositions p and q, provethat(p --, q) = - pv q .

B- Define the symmetric difference between any sets A and B then prove that

AAB:AeA:B

QZI A- State Peano's axioms and prove that m(n * p) : mn * mp ,Vm,n,p e N.

B-Let f :R + RbeamappingdefinedbV f @) - 5r* 1 Yxe R .Dose/be
bijective mapping or not ? Explain your answer.

Q3/A-If f :A-+ B andg:B + Aaremappings suchthat f andg are onetoone

mappings . Show that g. / is one to one .

B- Define the following:

1) Power set 2) well ordered set 3) equipotents set 4) partition

Q4t A- Let R be an equivalence relation on a non-empty set A and a ,b e ,4 such

that [a] n [b] + A . prove that [a] - [b].

B-CheckwhethertherelationR - t@,y) e Ax A:x I y] forasetA for

all straight lines in a plane is an equivalence relation.

Q5/A-Byusingmathematical induction, show that4 + B + 12...* 4n - Zn(n + 1),

Vn€N.
B- If,A and B are non-empty sets . Prove that A : B e+ A x B = B x A .

Q6/ A- Prove that (N, <) it partially ordered set.

B- Let R be a relation on a set,4 . Show that (R-1)-1 : R .

Good Luck
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Q.4:

A) Drive the power in a conductor with draw.

B) Find the scalar product of the vectors: A - 4u* + 6u, B - -2u, * 2u* and then

find the angle between these vectors.

Q.5:

A) Discuss the rneaning of Kirchhoff's law in terrns of the conservation law, (with

drarv).

B) What are the lactors which determined the resistance of any material?

Q.6:

A)Cornplcte:

I - 'I'he branches of physics science are:

2-The density of bodl'(p) is

3- The coulornb is

4- The mass dynarnically is

5-'l'he unit vcctor is

B) An electron accelerated in l'V tube, reaches the screen with Kinetic energy ol'14000

ev, Find the velocity of the electron. (m.:9.lxl0 -'' **, lev:1.6"10 -re 
J).

Note: ull cluestiorrs ltuve l0 marks.
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Note: Answer (5) questions onlv.

Q.1:

A) What is the unit of capacitance? Define it. And then explain the combination of
capacitors by using the equations (with draws).

B)

l- How many fundamental independent quantities?

2-What the applications of capacitor?

Q.2:

1- Find the effective resistance of the arrangements is shown in the Figure ( I ).

2- Deterrnine the current in each conductor if the voltage applied between A and

is 60 V.

Figure ( l)

Q.3:

A) A gun whose mass is _0,6-kg fires a bullet whose

500 ms-1. Cornpute the velocity of the gun's recoil.

B) What is impulse (l)? derive it'

mass is 0.014 kg with velocity Of
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Note:Answertt qucstions Only ofthe f0110wing

Ql:A)Find

り丸(詰J
B)Evaluatc

2)χ lm∞ メ

2) ∫各
1)

cos xdx
sin2 x + 3sinx +2

A)Find多
  (answer hv0 0nly)

1)ッ =(sinχ )χ   2)ノ =sin3●
χ2)

B) Evaluate (1-′
)2(ィ5_ト ノ

)3.

A)Provc tllat  tallll:χ =:In(:li「
)

B) Evalu ate

I ) lx'e'elx 2) Jcos(3x )sin(5x )r/x 3) I

A) Find the volume generated by rotating the region bounded by
x =l- y' andx =0abouty-axis.

B) Find the equivalent polar coordinates of
7) x2 +y2 -3y 2) xy -!

A) Find the domain and range, then graph the following functions:

3) xeY = tan(x +"y )

1)/0)=卜 osχ
l

B)Find l崚
(1+ニ

ニ
)X

A) Solve the following equation for x
tn(:' -z)+rn(s. -:) _ tn6 .

B) If/ (x)-x2 and g(x)=x -5 , find
1) g 

" 
g(x) 2) s"f (x ) 3) f " s(*) 4) -f "f (x)

Good Luck

2) y =sin-'(r)

χ√ cnχ )2
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(Answer Four Questions, (12.5 M) for each Question)

QI) Explain the Taskbar properties?

Q2) Explain the Menu That Appear When For Right-Click on Empty Area of the Desktop?

Q3) a)Write the Difference between the Following?

1. Bullets, Multilevel 2. Refresh, Restart 3. Clipart, SmartArt

4. Change Window Color, Add Color to Worksheet

5. Auto Hide the Taskbar, Hide Worksheet 6. New Slide, New Worksheet

b) Explain the Difference between Microsoft Office Word And Microsoft Office Excel?

 ヽ          2 4   '

| ||| |
6       7      8   9       1°

Q5) a) what are the main steps to do the following?

1. Rename Folder 2.Split Cells in Word 3. Insert Nerv Slide
4. Merge Cell 5. Custom Animation in Power Point
6. Change Back ground

b) what Are the Main System Icons? Mention them And Shorv How to put thern on

Desktop ?

G00D LUCK
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Answ er only fo ur Questions

Ql: write appropriate AutoCAD commands procedure to construct the

required shape. (12.5 mark)

Q2: what are the types of Arc commands that can be used in AutoCAD?
Explain the work of each one of them in detail. . (12.5 mark)

Q3: what are the general function job for the following command in
AutoCAD? l- Hatch,2-Explode,3- Trim,4- Mirror, 5- Rotate,

6- Offset ,7- Chamfer, 8- Fillet,9-Extend, lO-Polygon (12.5 mark )

Q4- What are the options in object snap? Explain their work respectively.

(12.5 mark)

Q5-what are the advantages and characteristics and differences between
each operating (oN I off, (freeze) and (Lock) on the properties of creating
new Layer. (12.5 mark)
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NOTES: Answer FIVE question only (all the questions are equal in degree)

Ql/A- By using mathematical induction, show that:

lz +zz + 32 +...+n, =:n(n+ 1) (2n+t)

B- Find the matrix,4 that satisfy 
^ 

- G 3) = (1, 2)

Q2/ A- Solve the following system of linear equations. By using Grammcr rule.

4x+y+z-z
x-Y = 1

3x+2y-Zz-O
B- Find the number of integer in the set H = {1,2,3,..., 2000} rvhich is divisible of (9) or (11) or

(13) or (1s) .

Q3/ Let 6 = {u p u2,v3,,1o4vsl

Find the number of walk

Q4/A- Find the value of x that make 7 - (x,1,-2) and fr = (2,-3,4) are equal in length

B- Solve the following system of linear equations. By using Gauss-Gordan.

″1+6χ2+2χ3= 1

χl-3χ2~χ3 =4

2χl+9χ2+χ3  = 0
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Q5/ Is the cubic graph shown below is represent a Bipartite graph? find the Adjacency matrix for this graph

O\L

Q6/ A- Suppose that I = [7,2,3,...,7], 5 - {o'b'c,d}

1-Holv many functions can you define from 7r to 5.

2- [{orv man;- functions can .vou define lrom S to ?".

B- Let 7 and are two non-zero vectrs, then prove that the vector
__--:>

rt =n - projli is normal 'tr v\ u.\

mDLUCK
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Ql: Read the following passage, then anslver the questions below: (25marks)

Have you ever wanted to live in a modern city, one of the biggest places to live in a world? Set in the heart of
northern France, Paris is my favorite city. In this lovely place everyone can find something what they like.
Paris has many impressive sight to see, ranging from the historical beauty of Notre Dame Cathedral and The
Louvre to Art de Triomphe and the Champs-Elyses. Paris has been a major center of innovation and genius
for centuries, and this heritage is reflected in this city's incomparable museums and galleries. The word
"museum" may ever be unfit when it comes to the Louvre: the collections are so vast, diverse and
breathtaking that visitors may have the impression of navigating a move of distinct artistic and cultural
worlds.

l. Which city is set in the heart of northern France?
2. Is the word "museum" fit to the Louvre?
3. Which of the following words can replace the "impressive" in the third line:

a‐  nice b- remarkable c― flt

4. What makes Paris a major center of innovation and genius for centuries/
5. In no more than five sentences, describe your favorite city?

Q2: Fill the blanks in the sentence, using the adjectives in the following box (choose 5). (10 marks)

younger
shortest

more beautiful

the highcst

taller beautiful larger highcr

ちi33QSや
bigger

the best more difficult

l- My brother is .................than me, but he is younger, too.
2- A rose is ...... .. .. than a daisy.
3- The Earth is ...... in diameter than the moon.
4- Jupiter is the ................ planet in our Solar System.
5- I am the ... ...person in my family.
6- Mount Everest is ......... ......mountain in the world.
7- That was ..............movie ever.
8- Learning Japanese is ..............than leaning English.

Q3: The dialogue below is in a restaurant between the waiter (A) and a costumer (B). Complete

dialogue with a suitable word or phrase in the box above the dialogue. (15 marks)

Here is so sorry take care Thank you I willjust over there by mistake
But That's OK ordered I willonly There

A: ...........your breakfast!
B: Thanks so with an answer much. Miss, I believe I ..............my eggs scrambled, and these are fried.
A: Sorry, your friend .ordered fried eggs, and I gave you his..............

the



B: Oh yeah. Here, ................trade with him'
A: Here are your pancakes, sir.

B: ................. I ordered waffles!
A: I am ..,,.................!
B: ............................ I will eat my eggs and bacon, and you can take my pancakes back.

A: Good, sir. I will .................of that right away.

B: ..................... so much !

Q4: Choose either A or B (10 marks)

A: Match the question markincolum@n

A B

l - Where
2- When
3- What
4- Why
5- How many

a- Ahmed
b- in Baghdad
c- on Sunday
d- because

e- ten

l- ...'...'......"........ do you live?
2- ......... ......... ... . '.. old are you?

3- ..................... do you work hard?

4- ........................ is your favorite sport's team?

5- ... .. .......... ...... languages does your teacher speak?

Q5: Rewrite the following sentences correctly (choose 5): (10 marks)

1- My uncle is Saturday works a pianist. often with his friends every He'

2- Paris is my favorite city. capital It is the ofFrance'

3- Why you do work so hard?

4- Excuse me you! Can helP me?

5- It's. I will join You later OK.
6- We can't go far for a walk. It's too.

7- I can't find my suitcases anywhere.

BestWLshes


